INVITES YOU TO

A VIRTUAL CELEBRATION OF OUR 2020/5780 HONOРЕES

TUESDAY, MAY 12, 2020 7:00 PM EDT

5780 AWARD RECIPIENTS
RABBI SID SCHWARZ — MARBEH SHALOM COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
CANTOR MEREDITH GREENBERG — ALUMNI AWARD
RABBI ENID LADER — SPECIAL RECOGNITION

HONORING THE CLASS OF 2007 FOR 13 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE JEWISH COMMUNITY
RABBI YECHIEL BUCHBAND, RABBI/CANTOR ANNE HEATH,
RABBI DONNA MESITE-LEVY, RABBI DANIEL PRICE

MEHADRIN CLASSES OF 1993-1995 FOR 25 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE JEWISH COMMUNITY
CANTOR SUSAN ALCOTT, RABBI ARIEL BEN MOSHE, RABBI JUDITH FRANKLE BARDAK, CANTOR LESLIE FRIEDLANDER, RABBI RAFAEL GOLSTEIN, RABBI CHERIE KOLLER-FOX, CANTOR MARISA KRISHEF,
RABBI TAMARA MILLER, RABBI JONATHAN PEARL, RABBI GLORIA RUBIN,
RABBI BONITA TAYLOR

ORDINATION HAS BEEN POSTPONED UNTIL WE CAN CELEBRATE IN PERSON.
OUR VIRTUAL JOURNAL WILL OFFER GREETINGS TO HONOРЕES AND ORDINEES.
PRINTED COPIES WILL BE AT ORDINATION. DETAILS TO FOLLOW WHEN ORDINATION DATE IS SET.